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Richard (Rick) Bales

Rick Bales is Professor of Law and Director of the Advocacy Center at Northern Kentucky University, Salmon P. Chase College of Law. He has authored or co-authored five books, on employment arbitration, alternative dispute resolution in the workplace, employment law, labour law, and arbitration law, including *Collective Bargaining in a Free Society* (Westlaw, 2009, with Timothy Heinzs and Dennis Nolan). He has published more than 70 scholarly articles, including many co-authored with Chase students. In 2010, Rick received the Frank Sinton Milburn (the outstanding University-wide professor) Award. He spent July 2010 as a Fulbright Specialist in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, where he conducted a mediation training workshop for Malaysian judges and trial lawyers.

Noel Byrne

Dr Noel Byrne worked as an avionics engineer and engineering manager throughout the 1960s and left engineering to study law in late 1969. He taught intellectual property law at Queen Mary College, University of London, where he was Senior Fellow in Intellectual Property law until his early retirement in September 2001. He is legal adviser on intellectual property law and related areas of law (including competition law, technology licensing agreements, research and development contracts) to a number of major companies and biotechnology research centres. Noel’s publications include two editions of the book *Licensing Technology: Negotiating and Drafting Technology Transfer Agreements* (Jordan), the third edition of which was co-authored with Amanda McBratney in 2005.

Simon Deakin

Simon Deakin is Professor of Law at the University of Cambridge and Fellow in Law, Peterhouse, Cambridge, specialising in labour law, private law, company law, law and economics, and EU law. He is a programme director in the Centre for Business Research, an interdisciplinary research unit based in the Judge Business School at Cambridge. His books include *Markesinis & Deakin’s Tort Law* (6th edn, Oxford University Press 2008,
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with Basil Markesinis and Angus Johnston), *Labour Law* (5th edn, Hart Publishing 2009, with Gillian S. Morris), *The Law of the Labour Market: Industrialization, Employment, and Legal Evolution* (Oxford University Press 2005, with Frank Wilkinson) and *Hedge Fund Activism in Japan: The Limits of Shareholder Primacy* (Cambridge University Press 2012, with John Buchanan and Dominic Chai). Simon has been a member of the editorial boards of the *British Journal of Industrial Relations*, the *Industrial Law Journal* (UK), and the *Cambridge Journal of Economics* and is currently editor of the *Industrial Law Journal*. He is a recipient of the ECGI and Allen & Overy prizes for corporate governance research and was elected to a Fellowship of the British Academy in 2005.

**Riccardo Del Punta**

Riccardo Del Punta is Full Professor of Labour Law at the University of Florence, Faculty of Law and has researched and lectured at other universities including Trieste and Siena. He has published one of the leading texts in Italian labour law, *Diritto del lavoro* (5th edn, Giuffrè 2011). He is a member of the Italian Association of Labour and Social Security Law, the Advisory Board of the Italian Society of Law and Economics, and the scientific committee of the most important Italian labour law journals (including *Giornale di diritto del lavoro e delle relazioni industriali* and *Rivista italiana di diritto del lavoro*). Riccardo also practises as a barrister in labour law and is a member of the executive board and of the scientific committee of AGI (Avvocati Giuslavoristi Italiani).

**Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss**

Rochelle Dreyfuss is the Pauline Newman Professor of Law at New York University School of Law and Co-Director of the NYU’s Engelberg Center on Innovation Law and Policy. She is a member of the American Law Institute and was a Co-Reporter for its Project on Intellectual Property: Principles Governing Jurisdiction, Choice of Law, and Judgments in Transnational Disputes. She was a consultant to the Federal Courts Study Committee and the Presidential Commission on Catastrophic Nuclear Accidents, and a member of the National Academies’ committees on Intellectual Property in Genomic and Protein Research and Innovation, on Intellectual Property Rights in the Knowledge-Based Economy and the Secretary of Health and Human Services’ Advisory Committee on Genetics Health and Society. She is presently on the Academies’ Committee on Science, Technology, and Law. She is the author of *A Neofederalist Vision of TRIPS: The Resilience of the*
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Claire T. Driscoll

Claire Driscoll is Director of the National Human Genome Research Institute’s (NHGRI) Technology Transfer Office (TTO) at the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland. Prior to joining NHGRI in 1999 she was a Senior Technology Development Manager with the NIH’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). At NHGRI Claire is responsible for the overall oversight of the Institute’s intramural patent and licensing portfolio; the TTO also negotiates and manages research collaboration agreements on behalf of NHGRI scientists and advises staff on technology transfer policy matters. Ms Driscoll frequently gives talks on biomedical technology transfer as well as related intellectual property and policy topics at conferences including AusBiotech, New Zealand Bio (NZBio), the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO), Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) and Licensing Executives Society (LES)-sponsored events.

John Duns

John Duns is Associate Professor in the Faculty of Law at Monash University and Convenor, PhD programmes. He teaches competition law and corporations law at undergraduate and postgraduate levels and has written widely in the area. The third edition of Competition Law: Cases and Materials (with Arlen Duke) was published by LexisNexis Butterworths in 2011. He is the ‘Restrictive Trade Practices’ editor of the Australian Journal of Competition and Consumer Law. John’s other publications include Corporate Law (2nd edn, Oxford University Press 2009, with E. Boros) and Australian Insolvency Law (LexisNexis 2009; 2nd edition to be published in 2012, with C. Symes) and Insolvency: Law and Policy (Oxford University Press 2002).

Ray Finkelstein

The Hon Ray Finkelstein is Adjunct Professor in the Faculty of Law, Monash University and was formerly a Judge of the Federal Court of Australia. He was called to the Bar in 1975, specialising in equity, commercial and corporate law, and was appointed Queen’s Counsel in 1986. Thereafter he concentrated on appellate work often acting for State and Federal governments and their instrumentalities. He was acting Solicitor General for the State of Victoria during 1992. He was appointed a Judge of the Federal Court in 1997 and retired from the Court in 2011.
He held additional appointments as Deputy President of the Australian Competition Tribunal and the Copyright Tribunal of Australia. In December 2008 he was appointed part-time President of the Australian Competition Tribunal and held this position until 2011.

Paul Finn

The Hon Justice Paul Finn was a Judge of the Federal Court of Australia from 1995 until 2012. In 2010–2011, he was the Arthur Goodhart Visiting Professor at the University of Cambridge. He has held a number of university positions and was Professor of Law in the Research School of Social Sciences at the Australian National University prior to his judicial appointment. He has been a fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia since 1990. He has authored a number of books including *Fiduciary Obligations* (Law Book Co 1977) and *Law and Government in Colonial Australia* (Oxford University Press 1987). His edited books include *Equity and Commercial Relationships* (Law Book Co 1987), *Essays on Restitution* (Law Book Co 1990), *Equity and Commercial Relationships* (Law Book Co 1987), *Essays on Contract* (Law Book Co 1987) and *Essays in Equity* (Law Book Co 1990).

Alison Firth

Alison Firth is a Visiting Professor at CCLS, Queen Mary, University of London. She originally read physics at Oxford and, after researching and teaching physics in London and Lima (Peru), she pursued an interest in patents, qualified as a barrister and has practised in intellectual property chambers since 1983. She was a full-time member of the intellectual property law unit at the Centre for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary College, University of London (1987–2004); Professor of Commercial Law at Newcastle Law School, Newcastle University (2005–2009), where she is now a visiting professor; and Emeritus Professor of Law at the University of Surrey (2009–2012). Her publications include *Trade Marks: Law and Practice* (3rd edn, Jordan 2012, with G. Lea and P. Cornford). Her research interests involve the law of intellectual property and its interaction with other areas of law, such as contract, competition law, civil and criminal procedure, conflict of laws and human rights.

Catherine L. Fisk

Catherine Fisk is the Chancellor’s Professor of Law at the University of California, Irvine. She teaches courses on labour and employment law, the intersection of labour and intellectual property, and the legal profession. She also has appointments in Irvine’s departments of Criminology Law and Society, and History and serves as the director of the Center in
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Law, Society and Culture. Professor Fisk is the author of three books, including the prize-winning *Working Knowledge: Employee Innovation and the Rise of Corporate Intellectual Property, 1800–1930* (University of North Carolina Press 2009). Catherine has published dozens of articles in leading American law reviews on diverse aspects of labour and employment law, civil rights and legal history. She previously was a chaired Professor of Law at Duke University.

**Mark Freedland**

Mark Freedland is a Reader in Employment Law with the title of Professor at the University of Oxford and a Fellow and Law Tutor at St John’s College, Oxford. His university teaching is in the fields of labour law, international and European employment law, and comparative public law. He has acted as the Director of Graduate Studies for the Law Faculty, as Vice-Chair of the Law Board, and as Director of the Institute of European and Comparative Law. Mark is currently a Deputy Director of the IECL and is the Convenor responsible for organising the Course in Legal Research Method. In recent years he has held visiting professorships at the Universities of Paris I and Paris II. His book publications include *The Personal Employment Contract* (Oxford University Press 2003) and *Towards a Flexible Labour Market – Labour Legislation and Regulation since the 1990s* (Oxford University Press 2007, with P.L. Davies).

**Rosa Greaves**

Rosa Greaves is Professor and Head of the Law School, the University of Glasgow and a Professor II at the University of Oslo. She specialises in competition and European commercial law in her research and teaching. She has written *Transport Law of the European Community* (Athlone 1991), *EC Competition Law: Banking and Insurance Services* (Wiley 1992), *EEC Block Exemption Regulations* (Wiley 1994), *EC Transport Law* (Pearson 2000) and co-authored *Advocate General and EC Law* (Oxford University Press 2007). Her edited books include: *Protecting and Exploiting Biotechnological Inventions* (Worldwide Information 1991) and a volume for *The International Library of Essays in Law and Legal Theory on Competition Law* (second series, Ashgate 2002). Rosa is Visiting Professor at the Catholic University of Lisbon and has been Visiting Professor at universities in Australia, the US, Europe and the UK. She is a member of the Editorial Advisory Board of the *Journal of Comparative Law, Web Journal of Current Legal Issues, The Irish Jurist* and *Revista de Concorrencia e Regulacao*. 
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Carol Hayes is a graduate of the University of Illinois College of Law, where she received her Juris Doctor degree magna cum laude. She has also served as a Christine Mirzayan Science and Technology Policy Graduate Fellow with the National Academy of Science. She is currently working as a Research Associate through the University of Illinois College of Law, focusing on topics related to cyberlaw. Her article (with Jay P. Kesan), ‘Mitigative Counterstriking: Self-Defense and Deterrence in Cyberspace’, is published in volume 25 of the *Harvard Journal of Law and Technology* 2012.

John Hull

John Hull is a consultant with the London firm Farrer and Co where he specialises in technology law and intellectual property. His practice covers all aspects of intellectual property including infringement actions, licensing, advisory work on issues such as trade mark portfolio management and the intellectual property aspects of corporate transactions extending to data privacy, freedom of information and to aspects of IT. He is an acknowledged expert in the law relating to trade secrets and confidential information. John is Visiting Professorial Fellow in Intellectual Property at Queen Mary, University of London; Visiting Lecturer at University College London; Visiting Lecturer at the Intellectual Property Academy, Singapore; and Senior Fellow at the Faculty of Law, Monash University. He is the author of *Commercial Secrecy: Law and Practice* (Sweet & Maxwell 1998) and numerous articles and papers in professional and academic journals.

Marie-Christine Janssens

Marie-Christine Janssens is Professor at the Centre for Intellectual Property Rights (CIR), at the University of Leuven (KU Leuven) in Belgium, where she teaches various courses on intellectual property law. Since 2009, she has been a Visiting Professor at the China University of Political Science and Law in Beijing. Previously she acquired experience as a barrister in international law firms in Brussels and Washington DC. Her PhD dissertation was on the legal status of employee and university inventions in the countries of the EU. In 2005 Marie-Christine was appointed President of the High Council for Intellectual Property Rights, which advises the Belgian Minister for Economy. She is also a member of the editorial board of leading Belgian IP journals. Her publications include books (in Dutch) on employee inventions (1996), trade mark law in the Benelux and the EU (2009) and copyright on the Internet (2012).
Jay P. Kesan

Jay Kesan is Professor, H. Ross & Helen Workman Research Scholar and Director of the Program in Intellectual Property and Technology Law at the University of Illinois. After clerking for Judge Patrick Higginbotham in the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, he worked as a patent attorney in the former firm of Pennie & Edmonds LLP. Author of several books and numerous articles, his academic interests and writings are in the areas of patent law, cyberlaw, entrepreneurship, and law and technology. Jay continues to be active in the area of patent litigation and he has served as a Special Master in patent lawsuits. He is a registered patent attorney. In addition to legal qualifications, he has a PhD in electrical and computer engineering (University of Texas at Austin) and worked for several years as a research scientist in New York.

Dorothy Livingston

Dorothy Livingston is Consultant, EU/competition with the law firm Herbert Smith Freehills LLP, London. She specialises in all aspects of EU and UK competition law and regulation including mergers, market investigations, anti-competitive practices and agreements and State aids. Dorothy also works on matters involving regulatory law (particularly the interaction of EU and UK law) and her experience spans several fields including finance, transport, the utilities, broadcasting and other media. Dorothy has an extensive background in financial and banking law. She is the Chairman of the Financial Law Committee of the City of London Law Society (CLLS) and represents the Society on the Treasury Banking Liaison Panel appointed to consider important subsidiary legislation and the Code of Practice under the Banking Act 2009 (UK) related to the Special Resolution Regime for failing banks.

Andrea Mina

Andrea Mina is Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Business Research at the University of Cambridge. He is also Research Associate of the Business Economics and Management Division of the Judge Business School (Cambridge) and Associate and Co-investigator of the UK Innovation Research Centre at Cambridge University and Imperial College London. His research focuses on the problem of technological, organisational and institutional change with special emphasis on the emergence of new technologies, innovation systems and networks, industrial dynamics and the financing of innovation. He has published in the leading international innovation and science policy journals. Andrea has been Principal and Co-Principal Investigator of several projects funded,
among others, by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, the Economic and Social Research Council, the Department of Business Innovation and Skills, and the European Commission.

Chris Molnar

Chris Molnar is a partner at Melbourne law firm McKean Park. He has practised in workplace relations law in Australia for over 15 years. Previously he worked for several major national law firms and has acted for major national corporations, and governments and public sector agencies at federal, state and local levels. His areas of expertise include employment law, industrial relations, anti-discrimination and workplace safety. In addition to his legal qualifications, he has a Master of Business Administration and is a workplace relations specialist accredited by the Law Institute of Victoria. In 2009 Chris was awarded the prestigious President’s Award from the Law Institute of Victoria for his contribution to the specialisation scheme. He is a member of the Monash Law Faculty’s LLM Workplace and Employment Law advisory panel, a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and an accredited mediator.

Ann L. Monotti

Ann Monotti is Professor in the Faculty of Law, Monash University and was Associate Dean, Postgraduate Studies (2006–2011). Her research and teaching interests focus upon intellectual property law. More specifically, she researches issues concerning universities and their ownership and exploitation of intellectual property, employee inventions, commercialising intellectual property and technology transfer and access to and protection of biomedical research materials. Her Monash PhD was awarded on the basis of the book of which she is the principal author: *Universities and Intellectual Property, Ownership and Exploitation* (Oxford University Press 2003, with Sam Ricketson), a book arising from two ARC grants, and influential in developing policy and legal principles in this area. Her other books include two editions of Davison, Monotti and Wiseman, *Australian Intellectual Property Law* (Cambridge University Press 2008 and, 2nd edn, 2012).

Justine Pila

Justine Pila is University Lecturer in Intellectual Property Law at the University of Oxford, and an Official Fellow of St Catherine’s College, Oxford. She is also the Convenor of the Law Faculty’s Intellectual Property Subject Group, Senior Law Tutor and College Counsel (in-house legal officer) at St Catherine’s College, and a Research Fellow at
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Marilyn Pittard is Professor of Law, Faculty of Law, Monash University and Associate Dean, International. She has held positions of Associate Dean of Postgraduate Studies and of Research in the faculty. She teaches labour law at undergraduate and postgraduate levels and publishes extensively in labour law journals. Her co-authored books include Australian Labour Law: Text, Commentary and Cases (5th edn, LexisNexis 2010 and several previous editions); Industrial Relations in Australia: Development, Law and Operation (Longman 1995); and an edited volume arising from an ARC grant, Public Sector Employment Law in the Twenty-First Century (ANU EPress 2007, with P. Weeks). Marilyn is a founding and current member of the Australian Journal of Labour Law’s editorial board and General Editor of LexisNexis’ Employment Law Bulletin. By invitation, she presented the Phillipa Weeks Annual Lecture 2010 at the Australian National University. She is Vice President of the Australian Labour Law Association.
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Jeremias Prassl is a Stipendiary Lecturer in Jurisprudence at Jesus College, Oxford. He read law at the Universities of Oxford and Paris II (Panthéon-Assas) and received an LLM at Harvard Law School before returning to work on his doctorate at Magdalen College, Oxford. Jeremias’s research focuses on employment and company law aspects of the alternative fund management industry in the United Kingdom and continental Europe, with a particular interest in the relationship between employees of private equity portfolio companies and fund management. He is also interested in the European Union’s constitutional relationship with its overseas territories, and the pricing of legal risk in financial markets. Jeremias is Supernumerary Fellow-elect at St John’s College, Oxford.